BICO DISTRIBUTES EYE GLASSES AND LOW VISION DEVICES AT
MONTFORT & MAKANDE RESOURCE CENTRES

Blantyre institute for community Ophthalmology (BICO) organized a distribution of glasses and low vision devices exercise for some leaners at Montfort and Makande resource centers. The activity was done on 14th and 15th April 2016 at Montfort and Makande resource centers respectively. The targeted learners were those who were assessed by the low vision coordinators Bruno Chimaliro and Elizabeth Phiri.
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A total of 19 leaners were given eye glasses and some devices. 13 leaners were from Montfort and 6 from Makande. Among the cases found, some children had poor cataract operations when they were young and some had poor vision since birth and this affected the functioning of their eyes.